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Fast-beam photofragment spectroscopy has been applied to study the photodissociation of meta-

stable H2 molecules in the c 'II„state, formed by charge exchange of H2+ with Cs vapor. Transi-
tions leading to radiatively dissociated or predissociated levels of the g, h, i, and j triplet gerade
states of H2 are observed. The decay mechanisms, level positions, and, in the case of predissocia-

tions, the lifetimes are established for (ro-)vibrational levels (U & 4). The transitions to U & 5 levels of
the j 'd

~ state appear as asymmetric peaks with widths of around 50 cm ' (N =2). A calculation of
the rotational coupling of the j state to the vibrational continuum of the i Hg state confirms this

very rapid predissociation (w 10 ' s). For u =4 of the j state, which couples to the continuum via

the quasibound U =5 level of the i state, a relatively slow predissociation (~=10 s) is observed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently we have reported' about a novel technique:
fast neutral-beam photofragment spectroscopy, applied to
the metastable c Il„state of H2. This paper is intended
to give a full account of these measurements, which cover
the excitation range from 565—635 nm. In this range the
n =3 levels of Hz are accessed. The preceding paper (pa-
per I) also deals with dissociative n =3 levels in H2 but
populated in charge-exchange collisions. For a short re-
view on the spectroscopy of these states we refer to the in-
troduction of that paper. By using charge exchange to
create a fast neutral beam, photodissociation in neutral
molecules can be studied with the high resolution of
translational spectroscopy. This is particularly advanta-
geous if one is able to populate a metastable molecular
state with a symmetry which is different from the ground
state. Here the c Il„state is used, from where triplet
states can be excited which cannot be reached from the
singlet ground state by optical means. For this kind of
photodissociation spectroscopy one needs a special experi-
mental version of translational spectroscopy, such as the
two-particle detector which we developed a few years
ago, because both fragments are neutral. With this tech-
nique we have already performed detailed experiments on
dissociations occurring during or directly after charge-
exchange colhsions of H2+ (Ref. 4), among them the
predissociation of the c II„+ state of H2 (Refs. 5 and 6).
From these experiments the population of the predissocia-
tive II+ state, the upper A-doublet component, is de-
duced. If we assume that the charge-exchange process is
not selective in the A-doublet component, the population
of the metastable II levels may be inferred from these
measurements. The lifetimes of the H leve1s are 1 ms
for u =0 and 0.1 ms for u & 1 (Refs. 7 and 8). With a Cs
charge-exchange target and H2+ extracted from an
electron-impact ion source, we obtain an H2 beam mainly
in the c H„state. A11 vibrational levels are populated
and the mtational temperatures are rather low (300 K for
u =0).

The unique possibility to study triplet gerade Rydberg
states in H2 by single-photon absorption from the meta-
stable c state has recently already been utilized by Eyler
and Pipkin. By electron-impact excitation of H2 they
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FIG. 1. Relevant potential curves of H2, taken from Sharp
(Ref. 16) and Kolos and Rychlewski (Refs. 17 and 21). All ex-
isting triplet gerade n =3 Rydberg states, which can be excited
with one visible photon from the metastable c H„state, are
shown.
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populated the c state and measured the fluorescence after
subsequent laser excitation. In this way the lifetimes of
the lowest vibrational (U =0, 1) and rotational levels for
all four n =3 triplet gerade states in para-H2 (the g Xs+,
Ii Xs+, i IIs, and j bs states} could be measured, most
of them yielding values between 10 and 20 ns. These lev-

els, all below the H(ls}+H(21) dissociation limit, decay to
the repulsive b X„+ state (see Fig. 1). The 3s and 3d com-
plex of Hz, formed in the triplet case by, respectively, the
h and the g, i, j states, has further been the subject of ex-
tensive theoretical studies because it exhibits extreme A-

type doubling. ' Other observations of these states, also
only for the lower U's were performed in gas discharges.
In the extensive work of Dieke"' emission lines to the
c ~II„state are given, while Herzberg' has reported ab-
sorption transitions originating in the e II„ levels.

In this work transitions from the c state to the g, h, i,
and j triplet gerade states, including levels above the
H(ls)+H(2I) dissociation limit, are observed. All these
levels, besides radiating back to the c state, primarily lead
to dissociation, either after radiative decay to the b state
or through various types of predissociation. Detecting
dissociations is therefore an obvious way to study these
states. Also levels with very short predissociative life-
times, as we have observed for u =5—9 of the j state, can
be detected in this way.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The principle of the experimental method used here is
the correlated detection of both fragments formed in a
photodissociation event in a fast beam. A position- and
time-sensitive double microchannel plate detector is used,
which has been described in detail before. i A short ex-
planation of the technique can be found in paper I.

A sketch of the new apparatus, which has a total length
of 6 m, is given in Fig. 2. Except for the first vacuum
chamber, which contains the ion source and part of the
ion optics, all chambers can be moved on rails to facilitate
changes in the setup. The vacuum system is divided into
three parts, separated by adjustable beam diaphragms.
The first part (ion source) has a working pressure of about
10 Torr, the second one of 5X10 Torr while the
third one operates at 10 Torr. The low pressure in the
last section is crucial to suppress background due to
collision-induced dissociations.

A. ION optics

The ion source used here is an electron-impact source (a
in Fig. 3), used at a pressure of typically 1 mTorr of H2
and operated at an electron energy of 100 eV. The ion op-
tics consists of a three-element lens (einzellens, b), a Wien
filter (d) for mass selection, an immersion lens (I}for post
acceleration (up to 20 keV), and a second einzellens (Ii).
The first einzellens extracts a beam up to 10 keV and
focuses the velocity-selected ion beam upon the first dia-
phragm (e, 0.3—0.5 mm diam. in normal operation).
This focus lies very close to the gap of the (post-
accelerating) immersion lens. In this case the virtual im-
age of the immersion lens is always located at (almost) the
same position, independent of the accelerating voltage.

This creates optimal conditions to refocus the beam with
the second einzellens on the detector (0), where it is col-
lected by a Faraday cup of 2 mm diameter. The flight
length between the interaction center (1) and the detector
can be varied from 25 cm to 2.5 m by choosing the length
and number of vacuum chambers. The second diaphragm
(k) regulates the accepted beam angle.

By the use of a Wien filter for inass (velocity) selection
a straight beam line is obtained. Since all important ele-
ments (lenses and diaphragms) are movable with manipu-
lators, alignment is relatively easy. The settings of the
various deflection plates (c,g) is normally close to zero.
In the last section the earth magnetic field is shielded by
two concentric p-metal cylinders (n) inside the vacuum
chamber. The residual magnetic field is less than 1 mG,
allowing accurate translational spectroscopy also on
charged fragments. In the present experiments this option
has not been exploited, only neutral H-H pairs are detect-
ed.

B. Photofragment spectroscopy

In the present configuration a collision chamber (Fig. 2,
i}of 1 cm length, connected to an oven, is mounted after
the second einzellens. Here about 5% of the H2+ beam
(typically 10 '0 A in the Faraday cup at the detector) is
neutralized. Both Cs and Rb vapor have been utilized for
charge transfer during the experiments, yielding identical
results. A set of deflection plates (j) sweeps residual ions
out of the bum and after a diaphragm (k) of 0.5 mm di-
ameter a beam of neutral H2 molecules is left. The flight
length of 30 cm between the exchange cell and the laser
crossing (about 0.35 ps flight time at 7.5 keV) allows radi-
ative and dissociative decay of most of the excited H2
states. Mainly the metastable levels of the c II„state and
the ground state will be populated. 2' This beam crosses
perpendicularly with the intracavity photon beam of a dye
laser (q) which is pumped by a 5-W Ar-ion laser (all lines).
The intracavity photon flux is about 20 W at the top of
the Rhodamine 66 dye tuning curve. The bandwidth of
the dye laser, limited by a three-plate birefringent filter, is
40 GHz (about 1 cm '). The polarization of the laser was
kept perpendicular to the neutral beam and thereby paral-
lel to the open sectors ' (the opening angles were 30') of
the two-particle detector. This introduces a preference for
parallel transitions, i.e., a cos 8 distribution with respect
to the laser polarization in a pure case.

The flight length to the detector is 154 cm in this ex-
periment. The final positioning of the detector before an
experiment is performed, is done by symmetrizing the
spatial fraginent patterns on both halves of the detector in
combination with maximizing of the coincident count
rate. An accuracy of 0.2 mm can be obtained in this way.
About 15 cm after the crossing with the laser all frag-
ments which enter the effective range of the detector,
which has a central dead area of 10 mm diameter, have
left the beam. At this position a (movable} V-shaped
"beam flag" (m in Fig. 2) of 0.7 mm width was mounted
which reduces the background from collision-induced and
unimolecular dissociations by a factor of 10. Together
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FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of the apparatus (see text).

with the 0.5 mm aperture (k) the beam fiag selects a por-
tion of the beam path which can be viewed by the detec-
tor. This simple device could therefore also be used to
perform experiments on dissociative levels with very long
lifetimes, such as shape resonances, where the dissociation
does not occur at a fixed spot in the beam line.
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FIG. 3. Photodissociation signal as a function of the photon
energy for a metastable H2 beam. Background due to collision-
induced dissociation has been subtracted.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Wavelength spectrum

In Fig. 3 a spectrum of the photodissociation signal
versus the photon energy is reproduced. The spectrum
was recorded in about four hours by counting the number
of coincidences on the detector while scanning the laser
wavelength over the range of Rhodamine 66 dye with the
birefringent filter. A background of dissociations due to
collisional and unimolecular dissociation, amounting to
about 1 kHz (=20 lo of the highest peak in the spectrum),
has been subtracted from the data. The partial laser out-
put through a high refiector of the cavity was used for a
first-order correction of the spectrum for the variation of
laser power with wavelength. Because the exact transmis-
sion characteristics of this mirror are unknown, the rela-
tive peak heights may only be used in qualitative compar-
isons.

Over 50 discrete transitions appear in the photodissoci-
ation spectrum. Clear band structures are not apparent
because of the large rotational and vibrational spacings in
H2. Many lines could be assigned directly on the basis of
their photon energy, knowing the four possible upper
states: the g 3Xg+, h 3'+, i 31Ig, and j 'hg states (presum-
ing the c Il„state to be the only lower state). In
Crosswhite's compilation'~ of Diekes emission spectra the
levels of these states are given up to U =3 (U =2 for the h

state). Only EU=O transitions appear because they are
strongly favored by the Franck-Condon factors. The
transitions which we have assigned and which have not
been reported before are listjxl in Table I. The experimen-
tal photon energy scale was calibrated against known
transitions given by Dieke, and is considered to be accu-
rate to 1 cm '. The assignments will be elucidated in
Secs. III C—III F separately for the four upper states.

8. Spectra of reIeased kinetic energy

At 40 different photon energies, most of them on
discrete transitions, spectra were taken of the released ki-
netic energy s, in the center-of-mass frame. To obtain the
highest resolution in c. we recorded only dissociations with
a recoil angle 8 close to 90. This is achieved by assem-
bling R spectra with the restriction v. ~ 2 ns and convert-
ing these (momentum) spectra into s spectra. ' With a
beam energy of 7.5 keV, a fiight length of 154 cm and 10
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mm~R g40 mm (geometrical constriction of detector),
the detectable range is 80 rgeV~c. ~1.25 eV in this way.
The absolute energy scale of the spectra was calibrated
with known energy releases in the photodissociation of Hz
c II„(see below) and is considered to be accurate within
10 meV. The energy resolution depends mainly on the
resolution in R, amounting 100 pm, in accordance with
Eq. (1). The best absolute resolution observed is 3 meV.

One can distinguish three different (photo)dissociation
mechanisms: (i) Direct dissociation or "bound-free" tran-
sitions, (ii) predissoct'ations or "bound-quasibound" transi-
tions where finally the dissociative continuum is reached
in a radiationless transition, and (iii) radiatiue dissociations
if the initially excited discrete level radiates to a dissocia-
tive continuum, which can be denoted as "bound-bound-
free" transitions. Only the first mechanism can be
discriminated from the other two in a wavelength spec-
trum like Fig. 3. It produces a continuum instead of a
discrete peak, which also means that it can easily be over-
looked if the transition is weak. If e, spectra are added,

however, all three Inechanisms can very well be seen and
discriminated from one another.

Predissociative lifetimes larger than a few nanoseconds
can be measured from the exponential tail of the E peak.
If the excited molecule lives for a significant time (relative
to the flight time) before it dissociates, the flight length /

to the detector becomes shorter and the apparent c. by that
smaller. The effect is shown in Fig. 4 where the e peak
from a rather fast predissociation [h+—c (4,4) Q3 transi-
tion, r~3 ns] is plotted together with a peak due to a
predissociation [j~ (4,4) R 1 transition) with a lifetime
of 9 ns and which almost coincides in s. For very fast
predissociations, lifetimes can be estimated from the
width of the excitation transitions.

An example. In Fig. 5 a very instructive e, spectrum is
shown, taken at a photon energy of 16731 cm ' where by
coincidence all three dissociation mechanisms contribute
within the bandwidth of the laser. The single sharp peak
at 270 meV is due to a predissociation [mechanism (ii)],
the measured value of e corresponds to the energy of the

TABLE I. Observed new transitions from the metastable c II„ levels of H~ to dissociative triplet
gerade levels (see Figs. 1 and 3). Lines marked with an asterisk (+) are tentative assignments. The ac-
curacy of the energies is about 1 cm ', equal to the bandwidth of the laser. The last two columns give,
respectively, the observed and the calculated width I" of the transition. If the observed width is not
given it is smaller than 1 cm ' (the bandwidth of the laser).

r (cm ')

(3,3)

(4,4)

(3,3)
(4 4)

(4,4)

(5,5)

(6,6)

(8,8)
(9,9)

Branch

+
Q

III

Q 3

Ql
Q3

P2
P3
Ql

gl

Q 3
Rl
R2
R3
R4
R5
Q2
Q3
R1
R2
R3
P3
Q3
R1

Q2
R1

R3
Rl

R1

hv (cm ')

16802
16802
16729
16731
16479
15926
15851
16031
16027
16098
16120
16132
16132
16132
16878
16871
16975
17015
17047
16600
16730
16835
16890
16940
16600
16680
16720
16750
16565
16600
16400
16300

Obs.

)20
&20
50+10
&20
&20
&20
50+10

20
&20
50+ 10
&20
«20
&20

gale.

1.4x 10
2.5x10-'
1.4x10-'
5.6x10-'
2.5x 10-'
5.6x10-'
1.5 x10-'
4.7X10-'
1.6x10 2

0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8
3

68
130

68
130
204

54
54

105
171
49

157
45
41
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whole range of rotational levels. In this case the lower
levels are several rotational levels (mainly the strongly
populated % =1 and N =3 levels) of U=5 and 0 =6 of
the c state. A radiative dissociation [mechanism (iii}]pro-
duces a continuum in e because the repulsive final state
can be reached over a whole range of internuclear dis-
tances. The continuum in Fig. 5, with a maximum
around 1 eV, reflects a part of the vibrational wave func-
tion (the outer turning point) of the upper state.
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FIG. 4. Effect of predissociative lifetime ~ on rotational
peaks in the released kinetic energy. The narrowest peak at
269.5 meV (marked with a + for every mesh point) is the
predissociatlon of the U =4,N =3 level {Q3 transition) of the
h'X~ state with v g 3 ns. The broader peak is due to the predis-
sociation of the v =4,N =2 level (R1 transition) of the j 'hg
state, which has a lifetime of 9 ns. The latter peak has been
shifted by 0.3 meV to coincide with the first peak and the con-
tinuous background has been subtracted from each peak.

excited discrete level above the dissociation limit. Togeth-
er with the known photon energy the binding energy of
the lower level in the transition can be calculated. In this
case it is found that the lower level is U =4,N =3 of the
c II„state. Structures like the smaller peaks grouped to-
gether around 500 and 700 meV are in general (see com-
ments in Sec. IIIF) caused by direct photodissociation
[mechanism (i)]. In most cases the Franck-Condon fac-
tors for such a bound-free transition allow the photodisso-
ciation, at one wavelength, of several vibrational and a

200 400 6QQ 1300 l QQQ

FIG. 5. Demonstration of the appearance of three different
dissociation mechanisms in the spectrum of released kinetic en-

ergies. This is a spectrum of the photodissociation of metastable
H2 at 16731 cm

C. The g 3X~+ (3dn) state

We have observed the Q branches (~=0) of the g+-c
(0,0)-(3,3) bands. The selection rules (conservation of the
para or ortho character) forbid P and 8 branches in this
case (Ref. 13},Xg+~II„. The Q 1 and Q3 transitions are
strongest because they belong to strongly populated ortho
levels. All observed levels (v =0—3) of the g state lie
below the dissociation limit H(ls)+H(2l) and we have
observed their decay by fluorescence to the repulsive
b iX~+ state (yielding a continuous s spectrum). The exact
level positions are given by Dieke, " provided the correc-
tion of —149.6 cm ' for triplet states as found by Miller
and Freund' is included. Transitions to higher vibration-
al levels of the g state lie outside the present wavelength
range.

D. The h 3X~+ (3scr) state

It is well known (see, e.g., Ref. 15, p. 133) that a 3s~2p
transition is an order of magnitude weaker than 3d~2p.
Indeed the transitions to the h (3so) state are observed to
be weak (Fig. 3). Only the (l, l), the (3,3), and the (4,4)
bands were detected in our experiment. Just as for the g
state only Q branches are allowed when the h state is ac-
cessed from the metastable levels of the c state. The h

state potential-energy curve is predicted to have a barrier'
(Fig. 1) and supports five vibrational levels of which the
upper two (U =3 and 4) lie above the dissociation limit
and are therefore only quasibound. Only the three bound
vibrational levels have been observed before. ' We have
observed the radiative dissociation of these levels through
the repulsive b state. The assignment of the (3,3) band is
tentative because the levels Me not well known and no c
spectra have been taken on these transition. Table II
shows that the %=1 and %=3 levels, accessed in the
h~ band, lie just above the dissociation limit. This im-
plies a rather long lifetime for tunneling through the po-
tential barrier. Radiative dissociation is therefore the
dominant decay mechanism; the radiative lifetime for
U =2 has previously been observed to be 18 ns.

The transitions in the )'i+—c (4,4) band predissociate by
barrier tunneling. Although the Q3 transition is hidden
under a much stronger peak [i~,(2,2)R 1], a positive
identification could be made through the observation of a
predissociation peak at this wavelength. The lifetimes of
the U =4 levels could not be observed in either the c. or the
hv peaks, which means 5 ps~~~3 ns. From this value
an upper limit of the barrier width can be calculated.
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TABLE II. List of observed new levels in the h 'Xg+ state of H2. Levels marked with an asterisk (+)
are based upon tentative assignments. Numbers in italic denote levels of orthohydrogen. The energy c
above the dissociation hmit H(ls)+H(2I) at 118377.3 cm is given in column 4, expressed in meV

(8065.47 cm ' per eV), for radiative levels in parentheses. These energies are derived from the c state
energies of Table V and the wavelength of the transition (Table I). For the transitions for which a spec-
trum of released kinetic energy has been recorded, the observed lifetime is given in column 6. A lower
limit of 5 ps follows for all levels from the observed width (I & 1 cm ') and is therefore omitted here.
Photon energies (column 4) in italic denote transitions between ortho levels.

43

1

3

E (cm ')

118 397
657

120 307
551

c, (meV)

(2.4)
(34.7)
239.3
269.5

w (ns)

&3
&3

E. The i II~ (3dm) state

In the case of a II state, p, Q, and 8 branches are al-
lowed in transitions from the c li„state. We observed
transitions (see Fig. 3) in the (0,0)-(4,4) bands, up to E = 5
lower levels. The i state is predicted to have a potential
barrier with a height of 361 meV for J=0. '~ Four vibra-
tional levels lie below the dissociation limit and have ac-
curately been measured by Dieke. ' ' We have observed
their radiative dissociation to the b X„+ state via the con-
tinuous e spectra. The U =4 levels are, however, observed
to predissociate by barrier tunneling. The new energy lev-
els for u =4 are hsted in Table III. The lifetimes are
determined to lie in the range 5 ps&~g5 ns. The upper
limit was 5 ns (and not lower) because the e resolution in
this set of experiments was unfortunately not as good as
in most measurements.

In contrast to the other states studied here, an accurate
ab initio calculation of Kolos and Rychlewski' is avail-
able for the i state potential. We have calculated the ener-

gy levels from this theoretical potential curve with a stan-
dard Numerov method for u =4 and found agreement
with our observations within 100 cm . This is compar-
able with the known accuracy of the potential curve for
the lower vibrations. ' The tunnehng lifetime for
u =4,N =1 was calculated to be 3.8 ns and shorter for the
higher levels, consistent with our observations. The i
state also supports a sixth vibration, for which experimen-
tal evidence was found recently by Bjerre and Helm' and
by de Bruijn et al.

F. The j 'hg (3d5) state

The j state converges to the H(1 s)+H(31) limit (Fig. 1)
like the g state. For the j state discrete transitions are ob-
served to the first five vibrational levels [(0,0)—(4,4)
bands] as indicated in Fig. 3. The R 1 branches are most
prominent, mainly because this is the only possible transi-
tion from the strongly populated %=1 level. Only the
lowest four vibrational levels, lying below the
H(ls)+H(21) dissociation limit, were previously assigned
by Dieke. We observe these levels to dissociate radiatively
via the b state, a behavior already seen by Eyler and Pip-
kin for u =0. This demonstrates the known strong l un-
coupling of the 3s-3d complex in Hz (Ref. 10). A pure
X~h transition is electric dipole forbidden in Hund's case
b.

We observe the U =4 levels to predissociate to
H(ls)+H(2l). The e peak of the R 1 transition is shown
in Fig. 4 (smooth line), the clearly visible exponential tail
(see Sec. IIIB) could be fitted with x=9 ns. The mea-
sured energy levels and lifetimes are given in Table IV.
The lifetimes of the 6+ levels [%=2 (ortho), %=3
(para), etc.] show a gradual decrease from 9 ns (E =2) to
5 ns for %=4. The %=3 (ortho) level is the only 5
level for which we have performed an e measurement.
The lifetime is shorter than for the corresponding b, + lev-
el. A discussion of the proposed dissociation mechanism,
coupling to a (broadened) quasibound level of the i Iiz
state, is postponed to Sec. EV.

Fast predissociations and bound free transition-s At.
first sight (see Fig. 3), the j series seems to end at the (4,4)

TABLE III. List of observed new levels in the i 'Hg state of H2, analogous to Table II. Lifetimes are
calculated for barrier tunneling.

*6
1

1

2
3

4
5
6

118 779
119 603

6Q9
676
797
852
957

120 156
392

(49.8)
152.0
152.7
161.0
176.0
182.8
195.9
220.5
249.8

Obs.

&5
&5

&5
&5
&5

Calc.

3.8
3.8
2. 1

0.95
0.95
0.35
0.11
0.03
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TABLE IV. List of observed new levels in the j hg state of H&, analogous to Table II. The observed
lifetimes given for u =5—7 (only for X =2) are derived from the width of the optical transition (Table
I). The calculated lifetimes are due to rotational coupling with the vibrational continuum of the i state
(see text).

v. (ns)
E {cm ')

120 553
555
692
696
872

122 280
410
430
620

123 880
890

124 010
430

125 400
650

126 770
128 090

c. (meV)

269.8
270.0
287.0
287.5
309.3
484
500
502
526
682
683
698
750
871
902

1041
1204

7.5+1
4k2
5+1.5
1X10-4

1y 10-'

1X10-4

2.8~ 10-'
2.8~10-'
6.9g 10-'
6.9y10-'
1.6 &&

10-'
7.7 g10-'

9.9x10-'

1.1y 10-4

band, all sharp peaks in the wavelength spectrum being
assigned to the (0,0)—(4,4) bands of the j~ transition.
However, as indicated in Fig. 3, a series of "humps" in
the photodissociation signal appear that can be assigned
as the R 1 transitions of the (5,5)-(9,9) j~ bands. These
peaks have linewidths of about 50 cm ' (Table I). The
energy levels given in Table IV, despite their limited
meaning, show that a regular continuation of the j series
is found. The predissociation is thus extremely fast,
1)&10 ' sec. or only about ten vibrational periods. Cou-
pling to the vibrational continuum of the i IIs state is
considered to be responsible for this predissociation as will
be discussed further in Sec. IV.

The assignment to high vibrational levels of the j state
is supported by the z measurements. The c. spectra taken
on these resonances all exhibit one strong predissociation

peak from which the initial rovibrational level of the c
state can be calculated using Table V. Spectrum 6b is
taken at 16 825 cm ', close to the top of the (5,5)j~ R 1

transition. Going to higher photon energies (spectra
6c—e) gradually the R2 and later the R3 transition is
seen to dominate as is also indicated in Fig. 3. In spec-
trum 6e even the peaks belonging to R4 and R 5 appear
while. R 1 and R2 have completely vanished. The same
behavior is found for the (6,6) R band between 16650 and
16800 cm '. Although it is not evident from the wave-
length spectrum all resonances exhibit asymmetric tails.
This can be interpreted as Fano profiles' (see Sec. IV).
While the transition from, for instance, the U =5,N =1
level of the c state (which can only be a R 1 transition in
the j+—c band) is observed to disappear from the s spectra
about 100 cm ' above the top of the R 1 resonance [Fig.

TABLE V. Energy levels in cm ' of the metastable c H„state of H2, obtained from Dieke {Ref.
12), (u =0—3},Kolos and Rychlewski {Ref. 17), and our observed fragmentation energies c. The values
of Dieke are corrected by —149.6 cm ' as given by Miller and Freund (Ref. 14), and from these num-
bers the corrections (u =0—3) for the theoretical levels of Kolos and Rychlewski are found and extra-
polated. The rotational level spacings are calculated with the theoretical 8, 's and the N dependence is
taken equal to the experimental course for U =3. The accuracy is estimated to decrease from 1 cm
for U =4,%=1 to a few cm ' for higher values of U and %. The zero level is the U =O,J =0 level of
the ground state of H&. Numbers in itabc are levels of orthohydrogen {Xodd for H„).

103 578
677
825

104 020
260

105 446
540
680

108 843
926

109 051

l10 373
451
567

ill 787
860
968
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FIG. 6. predissociation of u =5 rotational levels of the j 6 state of H2 after excitation of metastable H2 at various photon ener-

gies as indicat~ at top of the sp tra. The rotational quantum numb rs {N in the fligure indicate the lower rotational levels involved

belonging to u =5 of the c 3H„state.

6(e)], it stays present over more than 350 cm ' below the
resonance [Figs. 6(a) and 7]. Over the latter range the in-
tensity ratio between the different rotational levels
changes as, respectively, the Q- and P-band resonances are
passed (not indicated in Fig. 3). In the e spectrum of Fig.
7, typical for the continuum between 16300 and 17000
cm, four different vibrational levels of the lower c state
are seen to be photodissociated. This spectrum is taken at
16485 cm ', not very close to any of the j~ resonances
except the (6,6) P3 transition.

With the evidence discussed above we interpret the con-
tinuum in the wavelength spectrum between 16300 and
17000 cm ' as being due to simultaneous excitation of
the j+-c (5,5)—(9,9) bands and the i state continuum. In-
terference between the bound j and continuum i channels
leads to the asymmetric Beutler-Pano profiles. In addi-
tion to the vibrational continuum of the i Ilz state, the
h Xz+ and the a 3Xs+ states are accessible in the present
wavelength range of which the latter (a 2s state lying very
close to the c state) can be excluded because the continu-

um part of the potential is located at too small internu-
clear distances. The transitions to the h state are weak, as
we discussed in Sec. III D. Next to it the pure
h Xs~ Il„bound-free transition will, in contrast to
i Hg~ II„, exhibit a perpendicular anisotropy which
results in a reduced efficiency in the present geometry of
the experiment (Sec. II 8).

IV. THE PREDISSOCIATION OF THE u )4
LEVELS OF THE j h,g STATE

According to Kronigs selection rules for Hund's case b
(M=O, bA=O, +1, gWu, and b,N=O), the Pure j b,s
state can only be perturbed by the i Hg state. For U & 5
this results in a predissociation because these j levels lie
above the potential barrier of the i state. Analogously to
Ref. 6 we have calculated the widths of these levels, tak-
ing rotational coupling as the perturbing interaction and
not including interferences due to simultaneous excitation
of the i state continuum,

1(u,N)=2m'(%+1) [ (Pn ~I.+ ~Pa) [ g(u, N), (3)

with

g(u, N) =
i (Xii(X) i

A~/2pR
i
Xg(u—,N))

i
ip(s), (4)

in which p(e), the density of states in the continuum, is
given by (Ref. 6 gives an expression which is a factor of 2
too small),

p(s) =(2/h)(2p/s)' (5)

400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100

REISASZD KINIVIC ENERGY (meV}

FIG. 7. Spectrum of released kinetic energies after photodis-
sociation of metastable H~ at 16485 cm '. The rovibrational
levels of the e 3H„ lower state are indicated. As discussed in
the text, the peaks arise from simultaneous excitation of j state
resonances and the i state continuum.

For the i Hg state we have used the potential curve of
Kolos and Rychlewski. ' An accurate potential for the

j hg state is not available. However, the corresponding
singlet state (J'hz) has been calculated by Kolos and
Rychiewski. i' By shifting this potential up by only 4 me&
the observed triplet levels could be reproduced satisfac-
torily. The final results for the widths are given in Table
I. A strong coupling, in good agreement with the obser-
vations for R 1 transitions, are indeed found because there
is a strong overlap of vibrational wave functions (see Fig.
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FIG, 8. Illustration of the calculation made on the rotational

coupling between discrete j state levels and the vibrational con-

tinuum of the i state. Drawn are the vibrational wave functions

of U =4 and U =7 (both N =2) of the j state and the free wave

functions of the i state (N =2) at e.=871 meV and a=320 meV.
The latter energy is at the u =5 resonance (quasibound level) of
the i state.

8). The strength of this coupling also means that there is
actually no pure 6 or H stated but a mixture to which we
excite; as stated before, actually the whole (3s) 3d com-
plex is strongly mixed. This results in the series of broad
resonances with Fano profiles, caused by the interference
of the direct transition to the i state continuum with the
path via the predissociative (quasi-) discrete j state level,
as observed. The classification of dissociation mecha-
nisms, given in Sec. III8 looses its meaning in this special
case.

The much slower predissociation of the U =4 vibration-
al levels of the j state is conceptually not different from
U&5. Rotational coupling to the "vibrational continu-
um" of the i state is possible but the system is then still
separated from dissociation by the potential barrier of the
i state (Fig. 8). The lifetime for tunneling at the relevant
energies is around 10ps (following from the i state poten-
tial of Ref. 17, including the rotational energy) while the
observed lifetimes of the U =4 levels of the j state range
from 4—9 ns (Table IV). The barrier tunneling is there-
fore neglected in a calculation of the predissociative life-
times of the j state levels. The lifetimes for U =4 are thus
calculated (Table IV) in exactly the same way as for U )5.
The required i state wave function at the energy of the j
state level is calculated, with a standard Numerov
method, as a free wave function and normalized at large
internuclear distance according to Eq. (5). For clarity the
i state wave function in Fig. 8 is given on the resonance
for U =S,X=2 at s=320 meV. The wave function which
has been used in the calculation, at the energy of the
predissociated U =4,N =2 j state level of a=270 meV,
has a much smaller amplitude in the potential well. This
decrease in amplitude reflects the energy profile of the
quasibound U =5,N =2 level in the i state, the expected

Lorentzian profile with a width of 25 cm ' could be
reproduced iil tllis way.

Although the predissociation of the U =4 levels is cal-
culated to be more than 2 orders of magnitude slower as
for U &5, there are still another 2 orders of magnitude
lacking in comparing with the experimental values (Table
IV). The proposed coupling has to exist but is much
weaker than calculated here. The i state barrier has to be
deformed in a rather dramatic way, far outside the expect-
ed accuracy of the theoretical curve, to reduce the cou-
pling (and/or enhance the tunneling time) sufficiently.
Most likely the present calculation is too simple for this
case. The various couplings to other states' ' have to be
included in a more rigorous approach. An alternative
predissociation mechanism through couphng to the h ~X+

state, analogous to the proposed decay of the J 'bs state, '

would only dissociate the b+ levels (para~ortho) con-
trary to our observations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Fast-beam photofragment spectroscopy has been ex-
tended to neutral molecules. The power of this technique,
using a two-particle detector, to study dissociative chan-
nels in excited states has been demonstrated. The forma-
tion of metastable neutral molecules by charge exchange is
shown to be very useful. An advantage of this approach
is that all vibrational levels can be studied and in this
case, excitation from the c II„state of Hz, electronic
states with S =1 could be examined which are otherwise
almost not accessible. The energies and partly also the
lifetimes of 26 levels, which have not been reported be-
fore, are measured.

Together with the companion paper, dealing with
predissociations of H2 following charge exchange of H2
with Cs, an almost complete picture has been generated
on dissociations of n =3 Rydberg states of H2. Levels
below the H(1 s)+H(21) dissociation limit all decay
through photon emission. Only for triplet gerade states
this leads to dissociation through the repulsive b X„+

state. Here this decay is observed for the g, ii, i, and j
states, all existing n =3 triplet gerade states. The latter is
a X~h transition which is allowed through strong I un-

coupling. In principle triplet ungerade and singlet gerade
states (e.g., the low-lying e and G,K n =3 states) can
predissociate to the H(1 s)+H( ls) dissociation limit
through the b and ground states, respectively. The cou-
pling will, however, not be very strong because the initial
and final states do not merge at small internuclear dis-
tances. Besides the predissociation of the c 11„+ (2p~)
state no evidence has been found for this process.

For levels of n =3 states above the H(ls)+H(21) disso-
ciation limit predissociation to this limit is an important
decay channel. Mainly for A parts of H and 5 states
fluorescence is the decay mechanism because they cannot
be predissociated by X+ states. Only for U &7 of the d
state autoionization is observed. Predissociation is
described in the companion paper for the d II„+, the
D 'H„+, and the J 'hg+ and in the present communication
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of the j b,g state. In both experiments predissociation of
the quasibound levels of the h'Xg+ (u=4) and i 311e

(u =4,5} states are observed. The only n =3 state, con-
verging to the H(ls}+H(3l) limit, which is not yet men-
tioned here is the g 3Xs+ state. Levels of this state above
the dissociation limit could not be observed in the present
wavelength range. These levels could be predissociated by
the i Ils state, fluorescence is not reported by Dieke. "

The u & 5 levels of the j state are very rapidly (v =10
s) predissociated by the i state. Calculations of the rota-
tional couphng between these states showed a good agree-
ment with the observed lifetimes. The relatively slow
(r(9 ns) predissociation of the fourth vibrational level,
observed for both the b+ and the 5 components, is not
fully explained. The calculation of the rotational coupling
to the i state, at energies below its barrier, delivered a
much weaker coupling than for u &5 but still much too
large compared with the experiment.

In these experiments the anisotropy of the photodissoci-
ation has not been measured. As explained in Sec. III 8,

the polarization of the laser was chosen perpendicular to
the ion beam for practical reasons, while a parallel orien-
tation is required for meaningful angular spectra. We
plan to perform such measurements in the near future. It
will be particularly interesting to study the variation of
the anisotropy across the Beutler-Fano profiles of the j
state resonances.
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